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FOREWORD
As is well known, the leading duty of the state is to ensure the welfare, peace and happiness of society and enable
it to look to the future with confidence. A society can only progress and develop in any sense if this primary duty is
fulfilled. Among all basic needs, achieving and maintaining peace and security come first. Success in this area, in in
turn, depends for the most part on the effective provision of security services.
Located on a major drug smuggling route, Turkey regards drugs as a crime against the whole of humanity. In this
regard, its achievements at the national level and in the international arena are undisputable.
The most important factor, without a doubt, in the successful conduct of activities to counter drugs is the quality of
human resources. It is therefore essential that the personnel involved should be trained with a professional perspective.
The Counter Narcotics Training Academy (NEA) has been established in order to achieve lasting success in the struggle
against narcotic crimes, and in particular to maintain the knowledge, skills and sense of duty of the personnel employed,
to train qualified staff capable of keeping abreast with developing technologies and innovations, and to monitor and
develop training activities and keep them up to date. The NEA is currently providing training in 22 subjects related to
narcotics at the national level and ten subjects at the international level, spanning technical, practical and operational
topics.
The KEM, which is located in Gölbaşı, Ankara, and forms part of the NDB, was established in 1997 for the purpose of
raising the police dogs that serve as an auxiliary element of the security forces in search-and-rescue and criminal
operations all over the world. Since its establishment, the KEM has been following the developments in its field closely
and constantly developing new methods. In this way, it has grown into an international institution that trains dogs and
their handlers in twelve different subjects, not only for the Turkish Police but also for other law enforcement units
working to combat crime in Turkey and abroad.
This Activities Report has been prepared to acquaint you more closely with the NEA and KEM and provide you with
information about our training activities, national and international, that aim to contribute to an effective struggle
against the trafficking of narcotics and stimulants, a crime that transcends national borders.

Counter Narcotics Department
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1.1. Our Training Mission and Vision

To train qualified, solution-oriented, innovative personnel,

To become a high-quality centre that meets the needs of

equipped with technical knowledge and skills, who are

national institutions and bodies, and of the international bodies

conscious of their responsibility in the fight against the

and institutions with which we cooperate, which are engaged

narcotic crimes which threaten our country and our young

in the fight against narcotic crimes all over the world, making

people, and are crimes that know no borders, who conduct

use of up-to-date technologies and contemporary methods.

their profession in the framework of ethical principles, and
who are aware of the benefits of their work for humanity,
and for this purpose to provide training in accordance with
contemporary needs at both the national and international
levels, benefiting from technological developments, and
cooperate continuously with all the relevant institutions,
bodies and international organisations.
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1.2. TRAINING AND INFORMATION STRUCTURE
The training and informational activities of the NDB are carried out by the expert trainers and personnel of the NEA, the KEM
and TUBİM.

COUNTER NARCOTICS
DEPARTMENT

NDB

NEA

TUBİM

KEM
Counter Narcotics Training
Academy Branch Directorate

Turkish Monitoring Centre for Drugs and
Addiction Branch Directorate

Dog Training Center Branch
Directorate
15
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4

1.3.1 NARKOTİK SUÇLARLA MÜCADELE
EĞİTİM AKADEMİSİ ŞUBE MÜDÜRLÜĞÜ

NEA
The NEA started to operate upon a ministerial approval of May 3rd, 2018 with the aim of bringing a new vision and approach to
training activities. The NEA is the only training institution in Turkey that organises national and international training programmes
for the struggle against narcotic crimes. The training programmes which it organises bring together participants from different
countries and participants employed in Turkey’s own counter narcotics units so as to encourage them to exchange information
and contribute to the development of cooperation.
The NEA is the only centre authorised to provide training activities at the national or international level for the fight against
the smuggling of all kinds of narcotics, stimulants and psychotropic substances and the chemical intermediates used to
manufacture them, and/or against all criminal activities that constitute predicate drugs crimes.

GİZLİ
17

KEM
The KEM also operates under the NDB. It was set up in 1997 in the Gölbaşı district of Ankara with contributions from the UNDCP,
the European Commission and the Foundation for Strengthening the Turkish Police. Since then, it has raised many dogs and
trained many dog handlers to undertake duties in Turkey and abroad. In 2012, a Puppy and Young Dog Breeding and Training Centre
was established within the KEM to meet the growing demand for dogs. The KEM is the sole unit meeting the needs of the Turkish
Police for dogs to serve in this area. It is also tasked with ensuring that the dog training activities of the Turkish Police and of the
institutions, bodies and countries with which protocols have been signed are carried out in an effective and quality manner and for
coordinating all ongoing activities in this area.
In addition, the duties of the KEM include determining targets and developing strategies for police dogs and their handlers,
raising the quality of the service and expanding the training capacity, ensuring coordination among the units that make use of
the dogs, regulating rules and conditions of service, and carrying out research and development work in the light of the training
methods in use around the world and the climatic and cultural conditions in Turkey.
The KEM provides training in 12 different subjects. The dogs are given extensive training for the fields in which they will work
and then employed in the units that require them together with their handlers so that they can be the greatest helpers of our
personnel in their successful operations. Besides the NDB, the KEM provides training to police dogs and their handlers from units
of the Special Operations Office and the departments of Public Order, Security, Criminal Affairs and Combating Organised Crime.
It conducts the testing procedures for dogs used in private security services under the coordination of the Private Security
Supervision Office. It also provides services to other law enforcement agencies engaged in combating crime in Turkey and abroad.
18

TUBİM
On October 30th, 2007, Turkey and the EU signed an international agreement on the participation of Turkey in the activities of
the EMCDDA. The agreement took effect on June 1st, 2014. Accordingly, TUBİM, which operates within the NDB, acts as Turkey’s
national focal point for the EMCDDA.
TUBİM draws up the annual Turkish Drug Report, which details the various aspects of the drugs situation in Turkey including
the struggle against the supply of drugs, treatment and rehabilitation, prevention and use, the legal framework and administrative
capacities. This report is shared with the relevant national authorities and with the EMCDDA on behalf of Turkey. Thanks to this
report, all aspects of drugs and substance addiction in Turkey and the related institutional capacity are clearly visible, making an
important contribution to the fight against drugs. All the data on Turkey that is reported in the European Drug Report, published by
the EMCDDA, the UNODC World Drug Report and other international reports and publications are supplied by TUBİM.
TUBİM conducts widespread public information activities to increase the awareness of all sections of society on the struggle
against drugs.

1

EMCDDA; An agency of the European Commission with its headquarters in Lisbon, Portugal, of which Norway and Turkey are members along with the EU member countries.
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1.3.
The Pandemic and
Remote Training
The novel coronavirus (Covid-19) first appeared in China in December 2019. On January
13 , 2002, it spread to other countries and became a pandemic. The first case in Turkey
was registered on March 11th, 2020.
th

On March 13th, 2020, the Ministry of the Interior issued a circular on the measures
taken by Turkey for protection against the negative impacts of the virus. Under the
circular, all national and international training courses, meetings, workshops, seminars,
symposia, lectures and similar collective activities for educational purposes that were
included in the 2020 In-Service Training Plan were cancelled until the beginning of May.
The NEA was therefore obliged to postpone all national and international training events
which it had been planned to conduct face-to-face.
In line with the principle that education is a basic human right, many educational and
training institutions reacted rapidly and introduced ERE practices to compensate for the
educational and training activities that had been interrupted due to the pandemic.
The Remote Training Green Screen Class developed by the NEA, which has consistently
monitored and adopted new technologies, was equipped with the necessary technology
and efforts were made to achieve the training targets in this way in spite of the pandemic.
Remote Education is a rational, contemporary and innovative education and training
system independent of time and place in which live or recorded lessons are given audially
and visually in a completely virtual environment by means of the available computer
technologies, and the participants can follow and view them again whenever they wish.
This new system has emerged as a modern system of education and training within
which measurement and evaluation methods can be used.
The lessons to be delivered remotely were identified and the contents were prepared
in consultation with expert trainers and the views of the units concerned. Further
modules were then developed as needs arose, and the training activities planned for the
period of the pandemic were successfully completed.
Besides ensuring that training activities continued uninterrupted throughout the
pandemic, the remote training programmes which the NEA organised generated gains
both in economic terms and in terms of time.

20
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2. PROJECTS AND INFORMATIONAL ACTIVITIES
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In the NEA Remote Training Green Screen Class, the
technique of deleting the  green background from
the images obtained during the video recordings and
adding the desired images is used.
The NEA Remote Training Green Screen Class project
was put into effect in 2019. Video content was
developed for 19 national and international subjects.
We also produced introductory videos to give the
personnel information about the courses in advance.
In addition, content is being produced for Narkotube
in the NARKONET module and for other social media
channels for preventive and informational activities.

23

2.2.
Training Project
with Ankara Hacı
Bayram Veli
University
This project has been developed by the
NEA to create awareness among young people against the use of drugs and to increase
the impact of prevention activities by drawing attention to the issue via social media.
Under the project, a programme entitled “Effective Use of Social Media, Social Media Literacy, Persuasion Theories
and the Education of the X, Y and Z Generations” was presented by members
of the teaching staff of the Ankara Haci
Bayram Veli University Communications
Faculty on the NEA campus at Gölbaşı.
Sixteen of our personnel participated in
the training programme and projects for
reaching young people were designed.

24

2.3.
Training Project
with Eskişehir Anadolu
University
Under a protocol which the NDB signed with the Eskişehir Anadolu University in
2019:
Six of our personnel participated in a training course on Video-Making Techniques
at the Anadolu University on November 18th-22nd, 2019.
Training programmes organised in 2020:
Seven of our personnel took part in a training course on Graphic Animation and
Design at the Anadolu University on January 20th-24th, 2020.
A “Training of Trainers” event was delivered to sixteen of our personnel by educators
from the Anadolu University on the Gölbaşı NEA Campus on March 9th-13th.

25

By increasing the awareness of mothers about substance addiction and the fight against drugs, this project aims both to
prevent the use of drugs among young people and to have society contribute to the work of our units. Under the project, an
educational module was developed for mothers. Information started to be distributed following its approval on October 23rd, 2020.
By December 23rd, 2020, a total of 684 activities had been conducted across the country using the training module and 20,103
mothers had been reached.

26
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2.5. NARCO - COMPETITIONS
2.5.1. SHORT STORY Competition on Preventing Drug Abuse
This short story writing competition was organised among university students between December 23rd , 2019 and April 30th,
2020 with the goal of informing the public about the fight against drugs, increasing awareness and keeping the young people on
whom our future depends away from addictive substances. A total of 1,078 students from 156 of the 204 universities in Turkey took
part.
When the stories were evaluated, the first three places went to stories entitled “The Torn Aquarium”, “Triangles” and “Alone +1”,
in that order. Special mentions were also awarded to stories entitled “The Devil is Sometimes in the Image” and “If Only”.

28

2.5.2.

RAP MUSIC CONTEST on
Preventing Drug Abuse

A Rap Music Contest  open to everybody over 18 is being organised between November 30th, 2019 and May 15th, 2021 with the
goal of informing the young people on whom our future depends about the fight against drugs, increasing their awareness and
keeping them away from addictive substances.
The NDB has provided the participants with nine different background music options at www.rapburada.com.

29

In 2020, the NDB produced 13 publications, bringing the total number of NDB publications up to 25.

30

3.1. 2020 Turkish Drug Report: Trends and Developments
The Turkish Drug Report was prepared by TUBİM using data obtained from a total of 29 institutions and organisations
comprising the Presidential Communications Office, 27 departments and municipalities under ten different ministries and
one civil society organisation. It was published with the title 2020 Turkish Drug Report: Trends and Developments.
The Turkish Drug Report has been published regularly by TUBİM ever since 2006.

3.2. NEA 2019 Training Activities Report
The NEA started to operate under the NDB in 2018 with the aim of bringing in a new vision and approach to training
activities. Since then, it has been carrying out training activities for personnel engaged in the fight against narcotic
crimes at the national level and in the international arena. The 2019 Training Activities Report, based on 2019 data, was
published in February 2020 as a “Secret” document.

3.3. ‘Narkolog’ Project Analysis Report 2020
A survey form called the ‘NARKOFORM’ has been developed by the NDB in order to help determine the causes and risk factors
that underlie narcotic crimes, to combat the problems of drug abuse and drug supply more robustly and effectively, and to
obtain information that may be useful for work on identifying risk factors for drug trafficking and addiction. The survey form
is used with persons being processed for narcotic crimes. The Narkolog 2019 Analysis Report was drawn up and published on
the basis of this survey. In 2020, the Narkolog 2019 Analysis Report was published, containing an annual evaluation and making
comparisons with the previous year.

3.4. 2020 Turkish Drug Report: Trends and Developments
(English)
The Turkish Drug Report referred to above, entitled 2020 Turkish Drug Report: Trends and Developments, has also
been published in English for the purpose of making it available for the benefit of international organisations such
as the EMCDDA, the EU and the UNODC.

3.5. Counter Narcotics Department Information Booklet
The Information Booklet has been printed as a “Secret” document to enable new personnel of the NDB to complete
their orientation in the shortest time possible, to acquire a full knowledge of the tasks and procedures carried out and to
be able to access the legislation related to their duties, authorities and responsibilities from a single source.

3.6. Dictionary of Narcotic Terms and Idioms
The Dictionary of Narcotic Terms and Idioms was prepared and published by the NDB in 2020. In addition to the
language used on the street in Turkey, it gathers together the street jargon from 18 different countries.
The compilers of the dictionary drew on information from active and retired counter narcotics personnel, international
law enforcement agencies, the statements of detained suspects, open sources and the other studies in the archives of
the NDB.
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3.7. Step by Step - Cannabis and its Derivatives: An
Overview of the World and Turkey
This study, published in 2020, aims to provide the reader with clear information about cannabis and its derivatives
in the light of international conventions, medical use and the policies in place around the world, and in this way to
contribute to the refutation of a number of speculative assertions that stem from insufficient knowledge.

3.8. Step by Step - Cannabis and its Derivatives: An
Overview of the World and Turkey (English)
The book referred to above, Step by Step – Cannabis and its Derivatives: An Overview of the World and Turkey, was
also published in an English edition in 2020 so as to put it at the disposal of international organisations such as the
EMCDDA, the EU and the UN.

3.9. Book of Narcotic Substances
The Book of Narcotic Substances seeks to inform our personnel who are working in the field to combat narcotic
crimes about the psychoactive substances that are commonly encountered in the world and in Turkey. The basic
priority in preparing the book was to ensure a complete understanding of these substances with their many properties
requiring the use of chemical language. Every effort has been made to keep the style simple and clear.
All the substances are introduced and explained using a standard narrative specifically developed for the book.
Accordingly, the general description of each drug, its physical properties, its physical appearance, its effects on the
organism, the manner of its use, the jargon associated with it and the legal controls applying to it are presented under
separate subheadings. The book has been published as a “Restricted” document. In addition to Turkish sources,
various international documents – particularly those of the EMCDDA – were referred to while compiling the book.

3.10. The ‘Torn Aquarium’ Book of Short Stories
The NDB regards drug addiction not only as a health issue but also as a social problem. Every year by tradition, as
part of its prevention efforts, it organizes ‘NARCO competitions’ of various kinds, particularly among young people
aged 15-24, and awards various prizes to the participants who take the top places. A number of the stories entered
for the 2020 Short Story Competition on Preventing Drug Abuse have been published in the book The Torn Aquarium,
which is available in digital format at www.narkotik.pol.tr and has also been made available to the public in a print
edition.

3.11. The NARKOREHBER (Narcoguide) Trainer’s Handbook
Our organization is providing adult education as part of the Ministry of the Interior Fight against Drugs Implementation
Policy. The NARKOREHBER (Narcoguide) module has a broad target audience including members of the general public
aged 25 and over, public and private sector employees, and members of civil society organisations. The module has
been implemented successfully in all 81 provinces of Turkey since November 1st, 2017. In 2020, the educators’ guide
was updated and published under the title of The Narcoguide Trainer’s Handbook.
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3.12. Evaluation Report on the Record Increase in Seizures
of Methamphetamine in Turkey in 2020
In line with the global trend, there has been a sharp increase in Turkey in recent years both in the number
of methamphetamine-related incidents and in the volumes of methamphetamine confiscated. In this publication,
published on Narkonet as a “Secret” document, an assessment is made of the data on methamphetamine seizures
obtained from law enforcement units in Turkey – namely, the General Directorate of Security, the Gendarmerie General
Command, the Coastguard Command and the Customs Guard General Directorate – and of the general situation
regarding methamphetamine in the country.

3.13. Catalogues and Brochures
Catalogues and brochures designed to introduce national and international audiences to the NEA and provide them
with information about its training activities were prepared and printed in five languages (English, Arabic, French,
German and Russian) in 2019 and distributed to agencies engaged in the fight against drugs and 192 country missions.
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4. NEA NATIONAL ACTIVITIES
4.1. National Training Activities
4.1.1. NDB Training Organisation
In order to wage an effective struggle against the types of crime which fall within the field of responsibility of
the NDB, human resources need to be used efficiently, to have adequate technical equipment and to act with an
institutional perspective.
A more efficient and effective struggle against crime is only possible with well-trained, experienced, well-equipped
personnel who have adapted to the scientific methods developed for preventing crime.
The NDB has been structured so as to meet the training and information needs of the personnel of our General
Directorate first and foremost, and to fulfil the requests of other institutions and bodies engaged in the fight against
narcotic crimes, through the training programmes which it organises.

34

4.1.2. NDB Training Staff
The NDB has two types of instructors. The first group is made up of personnel from our provincial units and central
organisation who have served for long years in the field, accumulated sufficient experience and knowledge and been
trained as experts. The second group is made up of instructors that may be needed for topics requiring special knowledge
and expertise such as close-quarter defence experts, effective use of force techniques trainers, photographers, electrical
and electronics teachers, revenue officials, inspectors, and trainers from scholars.

4.1.3. Training of Expert Instructors
The training activities delivered by the NEA are prepared according to a variety of educational methodologies with a view
to training expert personnel adapted to the scientific methods developed for the prevention of crime. The means by which
narcotic crimes are committed are constantly changing, and the personnel who combat them need to be able to keep up
with these changes.
A protocol signed by the NDB and the Anadolu University in 2019 made arrangements for new scientific methods for
combating narcotic crimes to be implemented during training programmes, for personnel to be trained in such areas as
needs arise and for the expert personnel assigned as educators to receive training in line with the requirements of our
times.
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4.2. National Training Programmes
When providing training through its staff of expert instructors, the NEA puts the emphasis on remote education and
practical on-the-spot training in order to increase the knowledge of the participants in their areas of duty and enhance
their expertise in the field.

Training
Programmes
Carried out
between
2018 and 2021

Training
Programmes
Carried out in

2020
In spite of the
conditions created by the
pandemic, the
NEA
provided
training to a total of

From the data of its
establishment up to
2021, the
NEA
has provided training
to

4003

8824

participants working in units
combating narcotic crimes
through

participants through

210

66

training
programmes.

national training
programmes.
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NEA NatIonal TraInIng Programmes

2

Basic
Narcotics
Training

Basic Training
Against
Narcotic
Crimes

1

5
Risk Analysis and
Search Techniques
Training for
Narcotic
Crimes

Narcotic
Crimes
Investigation
Training

9

Drug Types,
Current Routes
and Trends
Training

Operational
Shooting
Tactics and
Escaping
the Ambush
Training

3

7

Training for
Countering
Money
Laundering in
Narcotic Crimes

10

4

Training on
Field Expertise
Against
Narcotic
Crimes

Basic
IT
Training

Training of
CND
Trainers

6

Training on the
Fight against New
Psychoactive
Substances and
Clandestine
Laboratories

11

37

8

12
NARKOREHBER
(Narcoguide)
Training

Training on
Risk Analysis
at Airports
and Search
Techniques for
Narcotic Crimes
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4.2.1. Basic Training against Narcotic Crimes
This training programme provides law enforcement officers assigned to units engaged in the fight against narcotic crimes with
the necessary knowledge and capacity to conduct their work in awareness of their duties and responsibilities and to perform their
duties competently, integrally and in accordance with the law and ethical principles.

IN

2020

2616

personnel
were
traIned

4.2.2. Training on Field Expertise against Narcotic Crimes
This programme combines several different training topics. It aims to equip law enforcement officers assigned to units engaged
in the fight against narcotic crimes with the knowledge, experience and behavioural values necessary to resolve the challenges
which they may encounter in the course of their duties, to increase their knowledge, awareness and capacities for action and to
acquire expertise for the provision of a higher quality of service.

IN

2020

178

personnel
were
traIned

38

39

4.2.3. Operational Shooting Tactics and Escaping the
Ambush Training
This programme aims to equip personnel with duties for armed operations with the necessary knowledge, experience and
behavioural values for planning, conducting and directing the operation successfully from the outset.

IN

2020

364

personnel
were
traIned

20

65

4.2.4. Risk Analysis and Search Techniques Training for Narcotic
Crimes
The aim is for personnel on duty in the field to be able to conduct risk profiling and implement interview techniques, and
where necessary to carry out their duties to search persons, individuals and materials by means of developing methods and in
accordance with the law, so that the necessary efforts can be maintained for the prevention of drug smuggling by road in the
context of criminal investigations and preventive searches.

IN

2020

211

personnel
were
traIned

12

40

21

41

4.2.5. Training for Countering Money Laundering in Narcotic Crimes
Within the confines of the field of duty of the NDB, this training programme seeks to ensure the effective enforcement of the
provisions of legislation concerning the fight against the proceeds of crime by central and provincial units, and to raise awareness
about the identification, pursuit, seizure and confiscation of criminal revenues and about laundering crimes.

IN

2020

21

personnel
were
traIned

1

20

4.2.6. Training of CND Trainers
This training programme aims to give trainers employed in units engaged in the fight against narcotic crimes a grasp of the
concepts of learning and teaching and the approaches, methods and techniques used in adult education, to develop their skills for
effective presentation based on the communications of experience and ensure that they subsequently make use of these skills,
and at the same time to develop their training skills and qualities in the context of a student-based approach by teaching them the
basic concepts and principles of education and the methods employed in group and on-to-one teaching.

IN

2020

16

personnel
were
traIned

1

at
CENTRAL
level.

4.2.7. NARKOREHBER (Narcoguide) Training
Information is regularly provided on the fight against drugs to a broad adult target audience including members of the general
public aged 25 and over, public officials, private sector employees and members of civil society organisations in order to ensure
their support in this struggle and raise their awareness. The purpose of this programme is to train the personnel of units engaged
in combating narcotic crimes who conduct these informational activities.

IN

2020

173

personnel
were
traIned

1

42

at CENTRAL 
level AND IN

21

PROVINCIAL
UNITS.
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4.2.8. Basic Narcotics Training
This training programme seeks to acquaint personnel newly appointed to units engaged in the fight against narcotic crimes
with their units and to contribute to their professional development in this area.

4.2.9. Basic IT Training
This programme is designed to inform the personnel of NDB units about the components and assembly of computers, network
infrastructure, system security and control, MS Office programmes and the other programmes and software used by the NDB and
to generate solutions for frequently-occurring problems.

4.2.10. Narcotic Crimes Investigation Training
The goal of this programme is to enable personnel employed in narcotics units, in the course of their duties, to conduct
preliminary enquiries into information sources in conformity with the law, to carry out the procedures for reporting and launching
the judicial process in full awareness of their authorities, duties and responsibilities, to conduct the necessary correspondence,
to prepare investigation reports, to identify drug rings through their knowledge of the forms taken by criminal organisations, and
to prepare planned operations, play an effective part in their various stages and develop solutions for any challenges that arise in
the course of the operations.

4.2.11. Drug Types, Current Routes and Trends Training
The purpose of this programme is to ensure that our personnel are knowledgeable about the routes and methods that are used
to transport the various types of drugs in the world from the regions where they are produced to their consumer markets, and
about newly emerging routes and trends, in the light of contemporary means of intervention.

4.2.12. Training on the Fight against New Psychoactive Substances
and Clandestine Laboratories
This training programme provides law enforcement officers in units engaged in the struggle against narcotic crimes with a
knowledge of the manufacture of narcotic substances in the world and in Turkey.

4.2.13. Training on Risk Analysis at Airports and Search Techniques
for Narcotic Crimes
A rigorous approach is taken to the training of the personnel assigned to units engaged in the fight against narcotic crimes
and to airports. This training programme aims to ensure that in the course of their duties they are able to conduct risk analysis
evaluations of incoming cargo and passenger planes, make use of the appropriate search techniques and carry out their
responsibilities in conformity with the law.
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5. nea INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES
5.1. International Training Activities
Located on the “Balkan Route”, which is an extremely important route for the struggle against narcotic crimes, Turkey is both
a transit country and a target country for the smuggling of heroin produced in Asia and transferred to Europe on the one hand,
and the smuggling of synthetic substances and chemical intermediates produced in Europe and dispatched to Asia on the other.
Operating in such an important region, Turkey’s security forces have adopted the principle that “all the world’s children are our
children”, and are waging an exemplary struggle against drugs, which constitute a crime against humanity. The organisational
improvements of recent years and the successful operations conducted by the law enforcement agencies have been especially
appreciated by the general public.
Turkey’s success in the struggle against narcotic crimes has travelled beyond national borders and achieved recognition on
international platforms as well. The periodic drug reports published by the UN and the EU take every opportunity to emphasise
Turkey’s leading role in the fight against drugs in its region. The NDB is not content to make its knowledge and experience
concerning the fight against drugs available to other Turkish entities active in this field; it also shares it with international
organisations as well as with other countries and the law enforcement agencies of countries within its region under bilateral
security cooperation agreements.
While conducting training programmes for the law enforcement agencies of countries with which Turkey has bilateral
security agreements, or which are members of international institutions and bodies of which Turkey is a member, or to which it
is a party, the NEA also arranges training programmes on a bilateral or multilateral basis with a view to furthering the existing
international cooperation and ensuring that the international struggle against drugs continues to be waged with increasing
intensity.
Despite the global Covid-19 pandemic, information continued to be exchanged in 2020 with numerous institutions such as
the CICA, OSCE, NATO, UNODC, TICA, OEC, BSEC, INTERPOL, CEPOL, FLETC, DHS and Ministry of Foreign Affairs Diplomacy Academy
to ensure the continuity of our training cooperation activities subject to the Covid-19 precautions, and a draft training calendar
was prepared for the training programmes to be conducted after the pandemic.
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5.1.1. Training Cooperation with International Organisations
NARCOP
On January 16th, 2020, a Multilateral Cooperation Meeting (NARCOP) was held involving Turkey, the United Kingdom, Afghanistan, Pakistan
and Azerbaijan in the NDB’s July 15th Martyrs Meeting Room in order to develop cooperation in the struggle against narcotics and criminal
organisations.
At this meeting, the conclusion was reached that since Azerbaijan is a neighbour of Iran and is located on the increasingly important North
Black Sea drug smuggling route, training activities could be provided within the scope of the multilateral cooperation between Turkey, the
United Kingdom, Afghanistan, Pakistan and Azerbaijan.
POMPIDOU GROUP (PG)
The NDB took part in the executive training programme on the Role of Different Actors in Drug Prevention organised by the Council of
Europe’s drug policy cooperation platform, the Pompidou Group, in Oslo, Norway, on January 28th-31st, 2020.
VISIT TO THE DIPLOMACY ACADEMY
On February 17th, 2020, a team from the NDB paid a visit to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs Diplomacy Academy. During the visit, details of
the NDB and the NEA were presented, and information was exchanged concerning training activities.
UNITED NATIONS COMMISSION ON NARCOTIC DRUGS (UN CND)
The NDB took part in the 63rd meeting of the UN Commission on Narcotic Drugs (UN CND) held in Vienna, Austria, on March 2nd-6th,
2020. Presentations were made and discussions were held with representatives of the other countries at a side-event organised within the
framework of the Turkey-Romania Twinning Project.
Talks took place with Turkey’s Permanent Representative to the United Nations on the latest trends in the use and trafficking of narcotics
and stimulants, international cooperation activities and training programmes. At the sessions attended by the NDB, talks were held with
UNODC officials, the General Coordinator of Drugs and Organised Crime of the Brazilian Federal Police, the UNODC director for Afghanistan,
Pakistan and Neighbouring Countries, an official of the Interior Ministry of Qatar, the Head of Special Operations of the Pakistani AntiNarcotics Force General Directorate and representatives of the other countries, and information was shared about the NEA.
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5.1.2. Training Cooperation with Countries

ALBANIA
The following training was provided to personnel of the Albanian Police Organisation:
- Risk Analysis and Search Techniques Training for Narcotic Crimes, to ten participants, on February 3rd-7th, 2020;
- Drug Types, Current Routes and Trends Training, to ten participants, on February 17th-21st, 2020;
- Training on the Fight against New Psychoactive Substances and Clandestine Laboratories, to ten participants, on March
2nd-6th, 2020, and
- Operational Shooting Tactics and Escaping the Ambush Training, to ten participants, on March 9th-14th, 2020.
SYRIAN DUTY FORCES
Following the operationalisation of the Azez Region Coordinator Security Directorate:
- Basic Narcotics Training was delivered to 28 members of the local security forces responsible for maintaining order and
ensuring the peace and safety of the people in Azez, Soran, Mare and Aktarin: December 12th-17th, 2020.
VISIT TO AZERBAIJAN
Upon the invitation of the Azerbaijani authorities, a delegation from the NDB paid a working visit to Azerbaijan on 14th-16th
January, 2020 with a view to increasing the ongoing security cooperation between the two countries in the field of combating
narcotic crimes. During this visit, information about the NEA was provided to Azerbaijani officials.
VISIT OF A SPANISH NATIONAL POLICE ORGANISATION DELEGATION TO THE NEA
A Spanish delegation visited the NDB on January 23rd, 2020, with a view to developing the existing cooperation between the
two countries in the field of combating narcotic crimes further. The possibility of arranging reciprocal training activities was
evaluated during the visit.
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VISIT TO QATAR
Upon an invitation from the Qatari Narcotics Board, an NDB delegation paid a working visit to Qatar on February 18th-20th, 2020,
in order to increase the cooperation between the police forces of the two countries and exchange information.
VISIT TO ITALY
The NDB participated in the meeting on ‘Antidrug policies: Prevention of Drug Phenomena and Fight against Drug Routes Cooperation Strategies in the Fight against Drug Trafficking’ held in Rome, Italy, on February 20th-21st, 2020. Information about
the NEA was provided to the participants and matters related to training cooperation were raised.
VISIT TO GEORGIA
Upon an invitation from the Georgian authorities, an NDB delegation paid an official working visit to Georgia on February 3rd5th, 2020 with a view to increasing the ongoing security cooperation between the two countries in the fight against narcotic
crimes. The NEA international training catalogue was presented to Georgian officials.
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5.1.3. International Training Programmes
Since its establishment in 2018, the NEA has delivered 27 training programmes to a total of 275 participants from various countries.
In 2020, notwithstanding the conditions created by the pandemic, five different training programmes were organised and a total
of 68 personnel were trained. Four different training programmes were held for 40 personnel of the Albanian Police Organisation
while 28 members of the local security forces in Azez, Syria, were provided with Basic Narcotics Training. Through these training
programmes, significant progress was made towards strengthening the struggle against narcotic crimes at the regional and
international levels.

Training
Programmes
Carried out
between

Training
Programmes Carried
out in

2018 and 2021

2020
In spite of the conditions
created by the pandemic, the

From the data of its
establishment up to
2021, the
NEA
has provided training to

NEA

provided training to a total of

68

275

participants working in units
combating narcotic crimes
through

participants through

27

5

training programmes.

international training
programmes.
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NEA INTERNATIONAL TRAINING PROGRAMMES

1

Drug Types,
Current Routes and
Trends Training

Training on Risk
Analysis at Airports
and Search
Techniques for
Narcotic Crimes

Training on Field
Expertise against
Narcotic Crimes

3

7
Narcotic
Crimes
Investigation
Training

2

4

Training on the
Fight against New
Psychoactive
Substances and
Clandestine
Laboratories

Training of
CND
Trainers

5

9

Operational
Shooting Tactics
and Escaping the
Ambush Training

Training for
Countering Money
Laundering in
Narcotic Crimes

8
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6
Risk Analysis and
Search Techniques
Training for
Narcotic Crimes

Train the
Trainers for the
NARKOREHBER
(Narcoguide)
Adult Training
Module

10

6. NEA CONCLUSION AND ASSESSMENT
The dynamic nature of the 21st century is visible in every walk of life. Just as the police develop new methods
for fighting crime in line with changing technologies and living conditions, so do those who make a profession out
of activities that constitute crimes develop themselves and renew their means of committing crimes in response
to the same circumstances.
At a time when access to information has become very easy, the NEA is keeping ahead of crime and the criminal
mind by successfully training personnel at central and provincial levels so that the struggle against narcotic crimes
may continue to be waged effectively and enhanced further, and a society free of crime may be achieved.
The NEA does not only offer its knowledge and experience in the fight against drugs with the national entities
engaged in this struggle; at the same time, it shares it with the countries with which Turkey has bilateral security
agreements and the law enforcement agencies of neighbouring countries. With the training programmes which it
delivers to ensure the continuity and expansion of the ongoing international struggle, closely tuned to the needs of
the age, the NEA is on the way to becoming a global trade mark.
Education and training are the most important factor that shapes the future of our country – the most valuable
investment that can be made in people. Combining science, the index of the mind, with conscience, the index of the
heart, the NEA will continue to shape the present and future forms of the struggle against narcotic crimes through
the training it provides, planning the future of training and the training of the future, and pursuing its training
activities, based on quality and merit, with the same determination as ever.
Plans were made in 2019 to conduct training programmes in support of the transfer of personnel from other
branches to the narcotics branch, and this was adopted as a target for 2020. Due to the pandemic, these
programmes could not be conducted face to face. However, since education is a basic human right, NEA made
a principle of maintaining its educational activities. The remote education module which it prepared on Basic
Narcotic Crimes was delivered without delay via the Narkonet network to personnel employed in narcotics units at
the central level and in all 81 provinces, thus achieving the target set.
Should the pandemic continue in 2021, it is intended to integrate those of the other training programmes that
are suitable for remote delivery into the system and to increase the number of remote training modules. Other
programmes will continue to be implemented face-to-face in accordance with all the Covid-19 precautions. For
2021 it is also planned to develop new intervention training programmes that address the ongoing changes in
the means by which crimes are committed and to determine and analyse training needs and develop up-to-date
content.
In the context of our efforts to prevent drugs crimes, which we regard as a crime against humanity, another
of NEA’s targets for 2021 is to make direct contact with the youth population via platforms and activities which
attract the interest of young people such as social media events, music events, seminars, training sessions, tours
and introductory programmes, so as to create awareness of narcotic substances and engage young people in the
struggle against them.
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PART II

KEM
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1. GENERAL INFORMATION
The Apple of the Police Force’s Eye: Our Dogs
The virtue of loyalty and the ease with which they learn through their superior instincts make dogs
the most important helpers in the service of humanity.
Dogs have long been at the side of humanity and have become an inseparable companion to human
beings due to their anatomy, social tendencies, advanced sense organs and trainability. Thanks to
these superior qualities, our dogs undertake many duties as the best friend of humanity, foremost
among them combating crime. They are also involved in search and rescue operations, hunting,
keeping guard and aiding people with disabilities. The place of dogs in our lives is secured by the ease
with which they learn, their obedience and loyalty.
As sources of joy, dogs are a top choice for families who want to keep pets and they are the apple
of the Police Force’s eye as they are the rightful heroes of many a sacred duty.
Our dogs make excellent companions in the service due to their intelligence and willingness to be
trained. They are trained in an environment that blends love, patience and authority and in this way
become the closest colleagues of the police.
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1.1. OUR TRAINING MISSION
At the Dog Training Center (KEM), our mission is to raise and train service dogs at the
national and international level, continuously cooperate with all relevant institutions,
organisations and international bodies to this end and to raise the best detection,
tracking and guard dogs in all the specialisms required to combat crime while raising
Turkey’s national and international visibility in the field of dog training.
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1.2. OUR TRAINING VISION
At the KEM we aim to become the leading institution in the country and the region in
the breeding and training of service dogs, keeping abreast of standards and technological
advances, ensuring the training of highly qualified service dogs and handlers, and
approaching this task from an innovative and professional perspective.
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2. OUR NATIONAL TRAINING BRANCHES
The KEM carries out the procurement, breeding, training, registration and retirement of all service
dogs for the entire Police Force. The Center provides training in 12 branches. Our training can take
the form of intensified programmes that take at least four weeks to complete. Only service dogs
and their handlers may attend these intensified training programmes.

Narcotics Detection Dog
and Handler Training
(National/International)
14 WEEKS

Tea-Tobacco Detection
Dog and Handler
Training
8 WEEKS

Cadaver Search
Dog and Handler
Training
24 WEEKS

Special Operations
Dog and Handler
Training
24 WEEKS

Arms-Ammunition
Detection Dog and
Handler Training
14 WEEKS

Explosive Detection Dog
and Handler Training
(National/International)
14 WEEKS

Basic Patrol Dog and
Handler Training
(National/International)
8 WEEKS

Scent Molecule Tracking
Dog and Handler
Training
24 WEEKS

Special Operations
Scent Molecule Tracking
Dog and Handler
Training
24 WEEKS

Puppy and Young Dog
Progress Training
(National/International)
12 WEEKS
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Young Dog
Branch Preparation
Training
12 WEEKS

Banknote Detection
Dog and Handler
Training
8 WEEKS

2.1. Narcotics Detection Dog and Handler Training (14 WEEKS)

To serve as an auxiliary element to operational teams in future operations and to detect and identify narcotic substances in
the operational area.

2.2. Explosive Detection Dog and Handler Training (14 WEEKS)

To serve as an auxiliary element to operational teams in future operations and to detect and identify explosive substances in
the operational area.

2.3. Basic Patrol Dog and Handler Training (8 WEEKS)

To serve as an auxiliary element during mass events and in unwanted incidents that may be experienced in crowded areas.

2. 4. Tea-Tobacco Detection Dog and Handler Training (8 WEEKS)

To serve as an auxiliary element in operations and routine checks against tobacco and tea smuggling at border points and
within the country.
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2.5. Cadaver Search Dog and Handler Training (24 WEEKS)
To ensure that the bodies of missing persons, or persons suspected to have died, are found. To serve as an auxiliary element
to search teams and law enforcement teams.

2.6. Scent Molecule Tracking Dog and Handler Training  (24 WEEKS)

To ensure that missing persons, or persons suspected of having gone missing, are found and rescued. To serve as an auxiliary
element to search teams or law enforcement teams.

2.7. Special Operations Dog and Handler Training (24 WEEKS)

To serve as an auxiliary element in potential incidents, such as terrorist hostage incidents in the country.

2.8. Special Operations Scent Molecule Tracking Dog and Handler
Training (24 WEEKS)
To determine the location and direction of terrorist elements. To serve as an auxiliary element to the operational team in
identifying times and locations.
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2.9. Banknote Detection Dog and Handler Training (8 WEEKS)

To detect the illegal transport of cash from other countries to Turkey and from Turkey to other countries.

2.10. Arms-Ammunition Detection Dog and Handler Training (14 WEEKS)

To serve as an auxiliary element to operational teams in project operations and routine exercises performed with arms-ammunition detection dogs.

2.11. Puppy and Young Dog Progress Training (12 WEEKS)

To train 2-8 month-old puppies that have been bred or acquired through donations for specific branches following dog selection tests.

2.12. Young Dog Branch Preparation Training (12 WEEKS)

To train 8-12 month-old puppies that have been bred or acquired through donations for specific branches following dog selection tests.
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3. OUR INTERNATIONAL TRAINING
BRANCHES
The KEM makes training in five of its branches available internationally. Aside
from the explosive and narcotics branches, the KEM provides Puppy and Young Dog
Progress Training, Dog Trainer Training and “Basic Patrol Dog and Handler Training
on an international basis.
Our international training can take the form of intensified programmes that take
at least four weeks to complete. Only service dogs and their handlers may attend
these intensified training programmes.

Basic Patrol Dog and
Handler Training
(National/International)
14 WEEKS

Puppy and Young
Dog Progress Training
(National/International)
12 WEEKS

Explosive Detection Dog
and Handler Training
(National/International)
14 WEEKS

Basic Patrol Dog and
Handler Training
(National/International)
8 WEEKS
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Dog Trainer Training
(National/International)
1 WEEKS

4.
TRAINING ACTIVITIES
4.1. Training Activities in 2020
Despite the pandemic, the KEM provided training for 141 personnel in 2020. Eighteen different
training programmes were delivered, with all necessary COVID-19 precautions taken. A total of 83
dogs were trained in the various specialisms.

TABLE - 1

141

83

PERSONNEL

DOGS

37 were recruited as new dog
handlers for the Police Force.

73 were trained for the first time and
newly registered.

New handlers,

Newly-registered dogs,

22 were trained in the Narcotics
Branch,
10 were trained in the Explosives
Branch,
5 were trained in the Tea-Tobacco
Branch.

47 were put to use in the Narcotics
Branch,
22 were put to use in the Explosives
Branch,
4 were put to use in the Tea- Tobacco
Branch.

45 Handlers already working with
dogs were re-trained due to their dogs
being retired for various reasons.

10 service dogs were retrained.

Current Handlers,

5 were trained in the Narcotics Branch,
4 were trained in the Explosives
Branch,
1 was trained in the Tea-Tobacco
Branch.

These,

29 were trained in the Narcotics
Branch,
16 were trained in the Explosives
Branch.
59 Handlers are personnel who
completed puppy progress training.
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4.2. Summary of Training Activities in 2020 by Branch

18

141

TRAINING
PROGRAMMES
HELD

PARTICIPATING
PERSONNEL

TABLE - 2

S.N

NAME OF TRAINING					
							

NUMBER
OF ROUNDS

NUMBER
OF TRAINEES

1

Narcotics Detection Dog and Handler Training				

2			

22

2

Explosive Detection Dog and Handler Training				

5			

29

3

Narcotics Detection Dog and Handler Training (Intensified)		

1			

10

4

Explosive Detection Dog and Handler Training (Intensified)		

4			

16

5

Tea-Tobacco Detection Dog and Handler Training			

1			

5

6

Puppy and Young Dog Progress Training				

5			

59

TOTAL								

18			

141
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4.3. Summary and Comparison of Training Activities in 2020

TABLE - 3

67

4.4. International Training Activities in 2020
In 2020, the KEM organised three different training programmes for nine personnel of the Police
Force and Prison Personnel of the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus. These were as follows:
Between February 24th and March 20th,
• Intensified Narcotics Detection Dog and Handler Training: 3 personnel
• Intensified Explosives Detection Dog and Handler Training: 2 personnel
Between March 23rd and March 27th,
• Dog Trainer Training: 4 personnel.
At the end of the training programmes, two dogs, named Arya and Cango, were donated to the
Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus.
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4.5. 2020 International Training Programme
The KEM also carried out the following activities regarding the training of dogs, together with their
handlers and trainers, in the branches of narcotics, explosives and public order for use at the 2022
World Cup:
Between December 2nd 2020 and January 29th 2021, the Intensified Narcotics Detection Dog and
Handler Training, Intensified Explosive Detection Dog and Handler Training, Intensified Basic Patrol
Dog and Handler Training and Dog Trainer Training programmes were delivered to seven personnel
from Qatar.
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4.6. Other Training and Cooperation Activities
Aside from the Police Force, the KEM provided training for other official institutions and organisations
in 2020, and especially for private security firms.
In this context, under the coordination of the Private Security Supervision Office, tests were carried
out for:
• 29 private security service dogs and handlers between January 7th and January 15th,
• 37 private security service dogs and handlers between September 2nd and September 9th,
• 8 private security service dogs and handlers between September 28th and September 30th,
• 47 private security service dogs and handlers between October 24th and November 12th.
• Between June 29th and June 30th, 12 private security personnel were provided with Internal
Supervision Training in accordance with ECAC criteria.
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NO DETECTOR
HAS BEEN MADE
THAT GIVES
BETTER RESULTS
THAN A DOG!
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4.7. Recruitment of Dogs by Branch
The table below presents the number of service dogs recruited by the Police Force in the last two
years and the number of dogs retired for health or training reasons or due to death.
TABLE - 4

2019
TRAINING
PROGRAMMES

2020

NEWLYRECRUITED
DOGS

RETIRED
DOGS

NEWLYRECRUITED
DOGS

RETIRED
DOGS

NARCOTICS BRANCH

39

25

47

33

EXPLOSIVES BRANCH

14

15

22

19

SPECIAL OPERATIONS SCENT
MOLECULE TRACKING BRANCH

6

1

-

2

SCENT MOLECULE TRACKING
BRANCH

-

-

-

2

SPECIAL OPERATIONS BRANCH

3

3

-

1

PUBLIC ORDER BRANCH

5

6

-

5

TEA-TOBACCO BRANCH

-

-

4

-

ARMS-AMMUNITION BRANCH

-

-

-

2

67

50

73

64

TOTAL

73

4.8. Table of Dogs Trained
The numbers of dogs trained by the KEM in the last two years are given below.
TABLE - 5

YEAR

TOTAL NUMBER OF DOGS
TRAINED

NUMBER OF DOGS TRAINED
FOR THE FIRST TIME

2019

113

67

2020

83

73

TOTAL

196

140

The numbers of dogs procured directly by our Dog Training Center for central and provincial units in
the last two years is presented below.
TABLE - 6

LAST TWO YEARS

2019

2020

NUMBER OF DOGS
PROCURED

31

29

74

SENSITIVE
NOSES THAT
SMELL
CRIME
75

5. ACTIVITIES OF
SERVICE DOGS
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5.1. Activities of Service Dogs
The numbers of our dogs actively serving the Police Force as of 2020 are presented below by branch.
TABLE - 7

BRANCH

Narcotics
Detection Dog

Special
Operations Dog

Scent Molecule
Tracking Dog

Mine
Detection Dog

NUMBER
OF DOGS

NUMBER
OF DOGS

BRANCH

130

Explosive
Detection Dog

63

Public Order
Patrol Dog

11

Special Operations
Scent Molecule
Tracking Dog

6

Cadaver
Search Dog

11

Tea - Tobacco
Detection Dog

203

13

11

2
TOTAL
450
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5.2. Increase in the Number of Service Dogs – Comparative Table
TABLO - 8

YEAR

TOTAL
NUMBER
OF SERVICE
DOGS

INCREASE
OVER
PREVIOUS
YEAR

INCREASE
OVER
PREVIOUS
YEAR (%)

2019

441

17

%4

67

%15

50

2020

450

9

%2

73

%16

64

RENEWAL
OF SERVICE
RENEWAL
DOGS
PERCENTAGE

NUMBER
RETIRED

The table above shows the percentage of service dogs replaced each year, as well as the increase
in the number of dogs in service compared to the previous year. In 2019 and 2020, the Police Force
recruited 67 and 73 dogs respectively.
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DOGS ARE
YOUR FRIEND AND
PROTECTOR!
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5.3. Distribution of Service Dogs by Breed in 2020
The breeds of the dogs actively serving the Police Force in various capacities as of 2020 are shown
below.

NARCOTICS

EXPLOSIVE

CADAVER

TEA-TOBACCO

PUBLIC ORDER

SPECIAL
OPERATIONS

SPECIAL
OPERATIONS
PURSUIT

MINE
DETECTION

TRACKING

TABLE - 9

Belgian
Shepherd Dog
(BSD)

143

78

2

3

11

13

2

2

6

German
Shepherd Dog
(GSD)

23

34

2

6

42

-

1

-

2

Dutch Shepherd
Dog (DSD)

12

5

2

-

7

-

-

-

-

MIXED

3

1

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

SABLE GSD

2

2

-

1

-

-

-

-

-

COCKER
SPANIEL

6

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

GOLDEN
RETRIEVER

4

1

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

LABRADOR

10

6

-

-

-

-

3

-

1

SPRINGER
SPANIEL

-

3

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

ROTTWEILER

-

-

-

-

2

-

-

-

-

BEAGLE

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

SETTER

-

-

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

SAMOYED

-

-

-

-

1

-

-

-

-

WEIMARANER

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

-

-

203

130

6

11

63

13

11

2

11

BREED

TOTAL

80

81

5.4. Summary of Dog Registration, Transfer and
Retirement in 2020
Registration:
Registration means that the dog is taken into state ownership as a result of procurement, donation
or breeding.

Retirement:
Retirement means the retirement of dogs and puppies registered with the KEM Branch Directorate
or with its provincial units from state ownership due to their death or due to their transfer if they are
identified as unsuitable for duty.

Transfer:
Transfer refers to the transfer of trial, breeder and service dogs between the central and provincial
units.
TABLO - 10

YEAR

Number of Newly
Registered Dogs

Number of
Transferred Dogs

Number of
Retired Dogs

2019

67

124

50

2020

73

133

64

Registration, retirement and transfer procedures are carried out with the approval of the General
Director upon the proposal of the KEM Branch Directorate and the opinion of the Head of Department.
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6.

OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES

6.1.

Seizures by Dogs

Of all the narcotic substances seized in 2019, 42.7 per cent1, by weight were discovered by dogs. By
number of items, 27.4 per cent 2, were discovered by dogs.
Of all the narcotic substances seized in 2020, 45 per cent3, by weight were discovered by dogs. By
number of items, 27 per cent4 were discovered by dogs.

6.2. Table of Narcotic Substance Seizures
The tables below give details of all the narcotic substances seized through the use of dogs.

TABLE - 11

2019

TOTAL
AMOUNTS SEIZED

KEM

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL
SEIZED BY KEM

GRAMS

57.633.502

24.557.479

%42,7

ITEMS

17.748.899

4.862.316

%27,4

TABLE - 12

2020

TOTAL
AMOUNTS SEIZED

KEM

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL
SEIZED BY KEM

GRAMS

38.394.813

17.261.739

%45

ITEMS

11.600.679

3.121.345

%27

24 tonnes, 557 kilos and 479 grams
4,862,316 items
3
17 tonnes, 261 kilos and 739 grams
4
3,121,345 items
1
2
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7.

BREEDING AND DOG DONATIONS

7.1. Procurement of Dogs by Breeding
The Puppy and Young Dogs Breeding and Training Unit was established and became operational
within our Dog Training Center in 2012. In this unit, puppies obtained from suitable breeder dogs
go through a thorough training and become service dog candidates.
The unit has ten state-of-the-art delivery rooms. The KEM has suitable breeder dogs and continues
to procure service dogs by breeding.
TABLE - 13

YEAR

NUMBER
BRED

DEATH

RETIREMENT

TRIAL

SERVICE
DOG

2019

56

13

21

17

5

2020

49

10

1

38

-

The proportion of dogs bred at the Puppy and Young Dogs Breeding and Training Unit that
actually become service dogs can only be determined the year after they are bred.
Five service dogs bred in 2019 were recruited by the Police Force – four in the narcotics branch
and one in the explosives branch.
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7.2. Procurement of Dogs by Donation
To meet the need for service dogs, the KEM procures dogs by means of donations as well as by
breeding or purchasing them.
Donated dogs should:
•
•
•
•

Be between 0 and three years old,
Be healthy and sociable and have the instinct to play with toys,
Have a health certificate indicating their medical background and have been vaccinated, and
Pass the test conducted by trainers at our Dog Training Center.

The KEM primarily prefers German Shepherd Dogs, Belgian Shepherd Dogs, Dutch Shepherd Dogs,
Golden Retrievers, Labrador Retrievers and Cocker Spaniels. Any other dog breed possessing the
above mentioned characteristics and able to pass the test may also be donated.

TABLO - 14

YEAR

NUMBER
BRED

DEATH

RETIREMENT

TRIAL

SERVICE
DOG

2019

128

10

41

14

63

2020

111

6

28

51

26
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7.3. Proportion of Dogs Procured by Donation and
Breeding that become Service Dogs

7.3.1. Donation
Out of the dogs procured by donation, 63 dogs became service dogs in 2019 and 26 in 2020.

Percentage of Donated Dogs
to become Service Dogs
66
64
62
60
58
56
54
52
50

GRAPH - 1

53,3
24,7

2019		

2020

7.3.2. Breeding
Out of the dogs procured by breeding, 17 dogs became service dogs in 2017, 23 in 2018 and five in
2019 .5

Percentage of Donated Dogs
to become Service Dogs
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10

GRAPH - 2

60,5
36,1
13,8

2017		

2018		

2019

5
Eight of our dogs born in 2019 are ready for training. With further training planned for 2021, our numbers will go up to 13, increasing
the percentage becoming service dogs to 36.1%.
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7.3.3. WOULD YOU LIKE YOUR DOG TO BECOME A POLICE SERVICE DOG?

Your dog will enjoy at least the same
conditions provided for it in its current
environment.
Training is carried out by expert trainers with
great attention, concern and love.

The entire training is carried out using
positive reinforcement methods.
Routine exercise and training will be carried
out daily.
Their health and care will be maintained by
expert veterinarians.
If successful at the end of the training, they
will take part in the most sacred of duties.

DID YOU KNOW?
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8.

OTHER ACTIVITIES IN 2020

8.1. Health Care and Veterinary Services
Our dogs are provided with health services by expert veterinarians in the veterinary clinic at the
KEM.
Our centre pays great attention to monitoring the health of our service dogs.
From the simplest processes to risky surgical interventions, all kinds of examinations and operations
are carried out by expert physicians with surgical training in sterile environments equipped with
modern veterinary medical technologies.

The main services provided at our
veterinary clinic include:
• Preventive medicine
• Internal diseases
• Ultrasonography
• Health monitoring of dogs
recruited by provincial units
• Allergy tests
• Microchip implants
• Oral and dental health
• Anaesthesia
• Digital radiography
• Surgical and orthopaedic
operations
• Delivery and gynaecology
• General medicine

TABLE - 15

YEAR

Number of
Examinations

Number of Surgical
Operations

2020

714

34

89

8.2. Official Visits
The graph below contains data regarding official visits made to the KEM by officials from various
countries both before and during the pandemic.

GRAPH - 3
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8.3. 2020 Personnel Selection Test
Personnel who apply to become police dog dispatchers and handlers need to possess certain
capabilities. Given that the dog handler and the dog are a team and will serve together, the duo need
to like each other and work in harmony. This is ensured first and foremost by the right choice of handler.
Before all else, it needs to be ascertained that the personnel applying to be selected as handlers
are applying of their own free will. Experience in this field is generally an advantage in being selected
to be a handler. However, even people with no previous experience with dogs may succeed if they
possess the necessary qualities.
Course candidates are asked prior to the Personnel Selection Test whether they have any health
conditions that could constitute an obstacle to working with dogs. Candidates should be no older
than 34 years of age. The commission evaluates the candidates in terms of their affinity for animals,
professional ethics, understanding of discipline and hygiene, knowledge about health and ability to
communicate with dogs and direct them. On this basis, it decides whether the candidate will be able
to serve in accordance with the intended purpose.
The criteria for the dog handler selection test are as follows:
Attention and practical thinking, patience and timing, interpretation and foresight, attitude and
approach to the dog and mimicking ability, self-confidence and ability to express oneself.
The table below shows the results of the selection tests held at the Dog Training Center during 2020:

TABLE - 16

YEAR

Personnel Selection Tests
Carried Out

Successful
Candidates

Unsuccessful
Candidates

2020

129

93

36

91

9. SOCIAL ACTIVITIES

92

In 2020, the KEM produced and published various recordings in order to inform the public
about the training and work of service dogs. In this connection:

Anadolu Agency published the report “Working as Partners in Catching Criminals” on
February 7th 2020 to introduce people to the KEM.
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On June 26th 2020, posts about the KEM and the abilities of our narcotics detection dogs to
recognize scents were shared on all the social media accounts of the Department.

The Turkish Radio and Television (TRT) News Centre ran a live broadcast from the KEM on
July 9th 2020.
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On July 8th 2020, the KEM participated in the Police Training for the Protection of the Environment,
Nature and Animals attended by Minister of Interior Süleyman Soylu.
Pictures of our service dogs were used on postage stamps issued by the General Directorate of the
Post and Telegraph Organisation in 2020.

10. SERVICE DOG SELECTION
Service dogs are selected through a series of procedures.
Dogs that are bred are tested for selection at 3, 6 and 9 months of age. Each stage of these tests is
carried out under the supervision of expert trainers and veterinary surgeons.
Dogs that succeed in these tests undertake final tests at 10-12 months of age, depending on their
characteristics and level of development. Following the final test a decision is taken on whether the
dog can become a service dog and if so, which branch it is suitable for.
Dogs obtained through donations generally need to be between 0 and 3 years of age. The donated
dogs are first examined by veterinary surgeons. If the report of the veterinary surgeon is favourable,
they then take the Search Dog Selection Test. They are assessed for their sociability and instincts to
play and to search and find, and are chosen for training in the most suitable branch.

11. SERVICE DOG RETIREMENT
Dogs that are deemed unfit to be service dogs may be given for adoption after the completion of
their retirement procedures. If these dogs are not adopted, all their needs for healthcare, food and
shelter are met.
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12. KEM CONCLUSION AND ASSESSMENT
Founded in 1997 under the NDB, the KEM has become an international training organisation that
serves not only the Turkish Police Force but also other national and foreign law enforcement units by
providing training for dogs and their handlers in 12 different specialisms. It has been keeping track of
developments in its field and developing new methods ever since the day of its establishment.
By its very nature, the smuggling of narcotic substances is a crime that transcends borders and
calls for a comprehensive struggle at the regional and international levels. The use of service dogs
in combating narcotics has gradually come to the fore. When deployed appropriately, service dogs
offer great advantages in preventing crime and identifying and capturing culprits thanks to their
superior sense of smell and hunting instinct. They are being used actively by the security forces of
many countries and in various branches of service.
This report was prepared by the KEM with a view to setting new targets in the light of statistical
information and making a tangible contribution to the KEM’s ability to pursue its training activities
with an innovative and professional approach.
Targets for 2021 include providing service dogs and handlers to central and provincial units that
do not have service dogs and have requested them; organising training programmes, in line with
the predetermined schedule, in the various specialisms required by the Special Operations Office
and the departments of Public Order, Security, Criminal Affairs and Combating Organised Crime;
running tests for dogs in private security under the coordination of the Private Security Supervision
Office; procuring dogs through donations and breeding; providing international training; updating
regulations governing service dogs and personnel working with dogs, and providing training support
to other public law enforcement institutions and organisations.
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NOTES
NOTLAR
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